
 
Hi Olga, 
I am having a great holiday this year. I am with my parents in Spain. 
It is really amazing. 
When we landed yesterday, it was 1. _ and _, about 35 degrees. Not like 
in Poland, where it was 2. _ all the time and wet with puddles 
everywhere. I had to take off my 3. _ because I was too hot even in my 
T-shirt. 
First, we took a 4. _ to our 5. _, we unpacked our 6. _ and we took quick 
showers. It was 7. _ in our apartment because the air-conditioning was 
on. Then we had a quick lunch at the 8. _ and next we went sightseeing 
in the city. 
I was really impressed with the 9. _ that went over the river. It was made 
of brick and had two 10. _ on both sides of the river, we went over it to 
visit the 11. _. It looked really huge from the outside but inside I felt really 
small. There were religious paintings and sculptures, all of them 
beautiful. In front of the building there was a very tall 12. _ with a 13. 
_ on top. It was of the king that built the 14. _ we went to visit next. The 
weather became a bit 15. _ so it was a bit better to continue our walk. A 
soft breeze blew here and there. 
We got tired so mum suggested having a quick snack on the grass in the 
16. _. There was a small pond and we sat there enjoying the view 17. _ 
we were going to visit next. In there I saw an exhibition of medieval 
armour and weapons. I am a fan of bows, spears and shields, so you 
can imagine how I liked all the exhibits. 
Unfortunately, my little sister was with us and we had to go to the 18. _ 
to see all those animals. To my surprise I liked what I saw. Somebody 
had idea to put two 19. _ where the camels lived to imitate Egypt and a 
small oasis with a palm tree and a spring coming out of a rock. It looked 
20. _. 
In the evening we were very tired so we decided to sit on our balcony and 
enjoy the view of the city but suddenly it got a bit 21. _ and we couldn’t 
see much of the sights. 
Today we have lots of other buildings to see, so I let you know tomorrow. 
Wiki 
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Hi Olga, 
I am having a great holiday this year. I am with my parents in Spain. It is really amazing. 
When we landed yesterday, it was HOT and SUNNY, about 35 degrees. Not like in Poland, where it was 
RAINY all the time and wet with puddles everywhere. I had to take off my SWEATSHIRT because I was too 
hot even in my T-shirt. 
First, we took a TAXI to our HOTEL, we unpacked our SUITCASES and we took quick showers. It was COOL 
in our apartment because the air-conditioning was on. Then we had a quick lunch at the RESTAURANT and 
next we went sightseeing in the city. 
I was really impressed with the BRIDGE that went over the river. It was made of brick and had two TOWERS 
on both sides of the river, we went over it to visit the CATHEDRAL. It looked really huge from the outside 
but inside I felt really small. There were religious paintings and sculptures, all of them beautiful. In front of 
the building there was a very tall COLUMN with a STATUE on top. It was of the king that built the CASTLE 
we went to visit next. The weather became a bit WINDY so it was a bit better to continue our walk. A soft 
breeze blew here and there. 
We got tired so mum suggested having a quick snack on the grass in the PARK. There was a small pond and 
we sat there enjoying the view MUSEUM we were going to visit next. In there I saw an exhibition of 
medieval armour and weapons. I am a fan of bows, spears and shields, so you can imagine how I liked all 
the exhibits. 
Unfortunately, my little sister was with us and we had to go to the ZOO to see all those animals. To my 
surprise I liked what I saw. Somebody had idea to put two PYRAMIDS where the camels lived to imitate 
Egypt and a small oasis with a palm tree and a spring coming out of a rock. It looked fantastic. 
In the evening we were very tired so we decided to sit on our balcony and enjoy the view of the city but 
suddenly it got a bit FOGGY and we couldn’t see much of the sights. 
Today we have lots of other buildings to see, so I let you know tomorrow. 
Wiki 


